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Abstract: The Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB) is one of four major national development
strategies in China, accomplishing the balance between protection and development of YREB has
long-term and comprehensive significance to the implementation of China’s green development
concept. This paper aims to have a more comprehensive understanding of the green development
level of 126 cities in YREB from 2008 to 2017 by constructing an innovative evaluation system of
“capacity level-coordination level-comprehensive level”. And on this basis, further analysis is carried
out to check whether there is spatial effect in green development by means of the Markov chain.
The main conclusions are as follows: (1) Urban green development comprehensive level in YREB is
characterized by convergence, and the convergence phenomenon is more prominent in high-level
cities; (2) In general, the distribution of high-value cities is decreasing from east to west; (3) The
transition of club convergence is significantly influenced by neighbor background. Overall, the YREB
is undergoing a transformation to step into the greener development path, still needs to take a series
of synergistic guidance strategies to solve the problem of unbalanced regional development.

Keywords: green development; spatial effect; club convergence; Markov chains; Yangtze River
Economic Belt

1. Introduction

Green development has led an important direction of urban and regional development
as a global consensus, which emphasizes the coordination of resources, environment,
economy and society. In the context that global development turning from traditional
model to green model, Chinese government regards green development as one of the
five concepts for national development. Green development has gradually become the
development principles for Chinese cities and regions.

The description of “green economy” was first proposed in Blueprint for a Green
Economy by Pearce et al. [1]. The report is regarded as the start of green development
concept [2]. Since then, scholars and research institutions had made in-depth analysis on
the connotation of green development. Despite various definitions, there is a consensus on
the understanding of green development: resources and environment should be regarded
as internal factor of development; the coordination of economy, society and ecology should
be emphasized; greenization of social and economic activities should be the main content
and approach [3–5].

With the deepening of the research, scholars began to evaluate the green development
level of cities and regions. The existing evaluation framework can be divided into three
categories: green national economic accounting [6], green development efficiency and green
development composite index [7–9]. Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting
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(SEEA) proposed by the United Nations Statistical Office is one of the most influential and
widely used green national economic accounting systems thus far. Green development
efficiency emphasizes the improvement of resource utilization efficiency in the process of
economic development by using data envelopment analysis method (DEA) and slacks-
based model to measure input-output efficiency [10–12]. However, the number of indicators
in the DEA method is limited, which means too many or too few indicators will cause the
inconsistent results. Considering that the green development evaluation needs all-round
index [13], a few scholars, therefore, hold the view that the DEA method has its limitation
in the assessment of green development level [14]. Green development composite index
can reveal the progress in every aspect of green development through multilevel evaluation
index. The major advantages of this method are its ability to show the status of regional
green development level by constructing a diversified indicator system, and to compare
between regions. Hence, green development composite index has been widely used in
existing research [15–17]. Generally speaking, green national economic accounting and
green development efficiency focus on resources reserves, resource consumption and their
coupling relationship with economic growth, but they cannot reflect other fields of green
development, such as ecological renovation, social equity and so on [2,18,19]. Although
green development composite index can effectively avoid the above imperfections, it largely
focuses on the level of each subsystem, ignoring the synergistic development of multiple
subsystems [20].

Given the rise in the research on green development evaluation, additional atten-
tion has been paid to spatial distribution and clustering characteristics of regional green
development via visualization function of ArcGIS and exploratory spatial data analysis
(ESDA) [18,21–23]. These studies can hardly show the dynamic evolution process of the
region’s green development which necessitates applying the comparative analysis of the
cross-section data in different years. Meanwhile, spatial units are often assumed as “iso-
lated islands” without considering the interaction between analyzed units so that the
influence of spatial dependency on green development has not been found. In fact, the
complex relationship between cities makes the interaction of cities’ green development
possible. Further, the existing research cannot answer some important questions, such
that is the level of urban green development influenced by the neighboring cities? What
are the spatial effects of cities with different green development levels on the neighboring
cities? Are there any temporal changes of the cities’ green development that are affected by
neighboring cities in different periods? In recent years, the spatial Markov chain approach
was gradually adopted to investigate the spatial interaction between regions. It has been
applied extensively to the field of economics [24,25]. However, few scholars employ this
approach in the research of green development.

In terms of the research object, the scholars were devoted to carry out research on
the YREB from a development perspective in the past. It was not until after 2017 that
re-search on green development assessment of this region began to emerge. The analysis
of the characteristics of urban and regional green development level in the YREB is a hot
topic at present. Most scholars focus on the provincial level, secondary urban agglomera-
tions [26,27]. Besides, the study span of these study is short, lacking comprehensive and
dynamic evaluation of the green development of all cities in the YREB.

To sum up, many theoretical and empirical studies on green development have been
introduced, which have laid a solid foundation for this paper. However, these studies
also have some limitations on the evaluation system and methods. To achieve the goal of
healthy and stable green development, this paper adopts the green development assessment
framework which considers the level of urban multi-system and the state of coordination
between subsystems. On the basis of dynamic comprehensive evaluation of the green
development level of 126 cities in the Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB) from 2008
to 2017, the Markov chain is applied to the panel data analysis to examine the spatial
dependency in the process of green development, clarify the heterogenous effects of spatial
dependency, predict the change of green development levels. This will provide a new
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perspective for interpreting the spatial-temporal evolution of regional green development
and theoretical support for the regional synergistic strategies.

This paper is structured as follows. The following two sections discuss the study area
and the adopted methodology. The analysis results and discussion are described in the
penultimate section. The final section provides concluding remarks on this study.

2. Study Area

The Yangtze River Economic Belt (YREB) is one of four major national development
strategies in China. It is an inland river economic belt with global influence, a coordinated
development belt of interaction and cooperation between the East and the West, a compre-
hensive domestic and foreign opening-up belt along the coast, rivers and borders, and a
leading demonstration belt for the construction of ecological civilization [28]. The outline of
the development plan of the Yangtze River Economic Belt was officially issued in September
2016, establishing a new development pattern of “one axis, two wings, three poles and
multiple points” of the YREB. In November 2018, the CPC Central Committee and the
State Council clearly requested to give full play to the regional advantages of the Yangtze
River Economic Belt across the three plates of the East, middle and West, to promote the
coordinated development of the upper, middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River
and the high-quality development of the areas along the Yangtze River, guided by joint
protection and no large-scale development, ecological priority and green development.
Accomplishing the balance between protection and development of YREB has long-term
and comprehensive benefits to the implementation of China’s green development strategy.
Therefore, it is essentially important to fully recognize the green development level and
evolution trend of the Yangtze River Basin.

The Yangtze River Economic Belt covers 11 provinces and cities including Shang-
hai, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui, Jiangxi, Hubei, Hunan, Chongqing, Sichuan, Yunnan
and Guizhou, covering an area of about 2.0523 million square kilometers, accounting
for 21.4% of China, and its population and GDP exceed 40% of the country. There are
about 225 million people in the lower reaches, accounting for 37.6% of the YREB, about
175 million people in the middle reaches, accounting for 29.2%, about 199 million people
in the upper reaches, accounting for 33.2%1. The current study area comprises 126 spatial
units, including province-level municipalities, autonomous prefectures, sub-provincial
cities, and prefecture-level cities in the Yangtze River Economic Belt. Because Shennongjia
Forest Region, Tianmen, Xiantao and Qianjiang in Hubei Province are county-level cities
are significantly lagged behind from others in terms of economic development, these cities
are not included in the scope of this paper. This study defines cities according to the extent
of their administrative boundaries (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Research scope.
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3. Methodology
3.1. Evaluation System

Based on the existing literature on green development composite index [23,28], the
“coordination level” is added to this study to construct an innovative evaluation sys-
tem of “capacity level-coordination level-comprehensive level” (Figure 2). This research
categorizes the urban green development into several dimensions, including resources,
environment, economy, and society subsystems. The capability level and the coordina-
tion level reflect different connotation characteristics of green development. The former
represents the overall development degree of multi-system, and the latter emphasizes the
coordinated development status between subsystems. Urban green development may fall
into a dilemma of having high capability level with low coordination level or having low
capability level with high coordination level. To avoid this, the comprehensive level is
calculated according to the evaluation results of capability level and coordination level to
reflect the all-round status of urban green development. The following part mainly analyzes
the comprehensive level of green development in the Yangtze River Economic Belt.

Figure 2. The green development evaluation framework adopted in this paper.

The selection of specific evaluation indexes follows three principles.

(1) Problem-oriented: Summarizing and refining the specific problems of the Yangtze
River economic belt, so as to make the index system conforms to reality [29,30].

(2) Goal-oriented: Reflecting the concept and connotation of urban green development
comprehensively.

(3) Representativeness and feasibility: Priority should be given to the indexes with
the highest frequency and recognition in relevant reports and literatures, and the
difficulty of obtaining them should be fully considered to ensure the consistency of
the evaluation in time and space dimensions [21,31].

Finally, this system consists of twenty-seven indexes selected from four subsystems
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Evaluation index system of green development of YREB.

Subsystem Layer Element Layer Basic Index Layer2 Units

Resource system

Resources capacity

The amount of water resources
per capita m3/one person

Forest coverage %

The percentage of green coverage in
built-up areas %

Resources
consumption

Energy consumption per unit of GDP t standard coal/one yuan

Construction land area per unit GDP km2/ten thousand yuan

Residential water consumption
per capita m3/one person

Residential electricity consumption
per capita kW·h/one person

Environmental
system

Environment quality

The proportion of the days with
good or excellent air quality %

Industrial wastewater discharge per
unit of GDP t/ten thousand yuan

SO2 emission intensity per unit
of GDP t/ten thousand yuan

The use of chemical fertilizers per
unit of GDP t/one hundred million yuan

Environmental
treatment

The treatment rate of urban sewage %

Comprehensive utilization rate of
industrial solid waste %

Innocent treatment rate of
urban garbage %

Economic system

Growth quality
The proportion of the tertiary

industry profits to GDP %

GDP per capita ten thousand yuan/one person

Growth potential

The proportion of the expenditure on
Sci-Tec to general fiscal expenditure %

Number of patents applications
per capita pieces/ten thousand persons

Social system

Social stability
The income gap between urban and

rural residents ten thousand yuan

The registered unemployment rate %

Suitability of living
environment

The number of doctors for per
1000 persons person/thousand

The number of books for per
100 persons in the public library books/one hundred persons

Number of passengers carried by bus ten thousand person times/
ten thousand person times

Density of sewers of built districts km/km2
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3.2. Model Specifications
3.2.1. Capacity Level of Urban Green Development

The evaluation of capacity level employed the entropy value method to determine the
index weight [32]. The evaluation values of four subsystems are then obtained by linear
weighted method:

Us =
k

∑
j=1

wsjusj (1)

where US represents the value of the subsystems; usj represents the standardized value of
the j indicator in systems. wsj is the weight value of systems. The value of four subsystems
U1, U2, U3 and U4 can be calculated in accordance to the steps above.

Since each subsystem is equally important, the final score of capacity level of the city is:

G = 1/4[U1 + U2 + U3 + U4] (2)

The larger the value is, the higher the green development level of the city is, and
vice versa.

3.2.2. Coordination Level of Urban Green Development

The concept of coupling in physics is used in this paper to reflect the coordination
level of urban green development. The coordination level, which means the interactions be-
tween resources, environment, economy and society can be analyzed through the coupling
degree model. While in practical application, different formulas are applied by different
scholars [29,30], this paper adopts the following formula recommended by Jiang et al. [31]:

C =

U1 ×U2 ×U3 ×U4(
U1+U2+U3+U4

4

)4


1
4

(3)

where C is the coordination level of urban green development. The larger the value,
the higher the coordination level between subsystems. Due to the advantages of simple
calculation and performance of calculation results, formula (3) is widely used in related
studies [33].

3.2.3. Comprehensive Level of Urban Green Development

In order to consider both the capability level and coordination level, this paper calcu-
lates the comprehensive level in reference to coupling coordination degree model:

D =
√

C× G (4)

where D is the comprehensive level, C and G which are obtained in the previous steps.

3.2.4. Moran’s I Index Analysis

In order to deeply reveal the spatial agglomeration of green development in the YREB,
this paper makes a quantitative discussion by using spatial autocorrelation. The global
autocorrelation coefficient is to test the agglomeration situation of the whole region, which
is generally measured by Moran’s I Index, and its calculation formula is:

Moran’s I =
n ∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 wij(xi − x)

(
xj − x

)
∑n

i=1 ∑n
j=1 wij(xi − x)2 (5)

where xi, xj represent the observed values of space unit i and j, x is the average observed
value of all regions, wij is the spatial weight matrix, n is the number of all spatial units in
the watershed. In this paper, the common boundary principle is used to determine the
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spatial weight matrix. If the spatial elements i and j are adjacent, then wij is 1, otherwise it is
0. Moran’s I ranges from [−1,1]. If the value is positive, it is positive correlation, the value
is negative, it is negative correlation, and the absolute value is autocorrelation intensity.
If the value is close to −1/(n − 1), it indicates that the spatial distribution is random. In
addition, the significance test index Z value and its adjoint probability P value can also
be obtained through calculation. In this study, its specific meaning is the probability of
random distribution of green development level of each city in space. Combined with the
three indexes of Moran’s I Index, Z value and P value, the regional agglomeration can be
comprehensively judged.

3.2.5. Markov Chain Analysis

The traditional Markov chain is based on the random process theory of Russian
mathematician. The aim of this method is to construct a state transition probability matrix to
measure the probability of event occurrence and predict the trend of event development [34].
The spatial Markov chain combines the concept of spatial lag with the classic Markov chain
to incorporate spatial interaction into the study. The goal of this method is to measure the
weighted attribute values of neighboring areas by introducing the spatial weight matrix, to
judge the state of the spatial lag type. Because the Markov chain matrix is under different
spatial lag conditions, we can examine the effects of different settings of spatial lag types
on spatial units and the different characteristics of spatial dependency in different periods.

Specifically, the spatial Markov chain transition probability matrix decomposes the
classic n-order transition probability matrix (n× n) into n conditional transition probability
matrices (n× n× n). For the n-th condition matrix, the element mij (n) specify the proba-
bility that a city which was in class i at time t turns into class j at time t + 1. The spatial lag
type is determined according to the spatial weighted average values of the neighboring
spatial units, which is the spatial lag value. The calculation formula is:

Lag = ∑ WijYi (6)

where Yi is the horizontal value of a space unit, Wij represents the element in row i and
column j of the spatial weight matrix. In this paper, the common boundary principle used
by many scholars is adopted to determine the spatial weight matrix, when the spatial
element i is adjacent to j, Wij is 1, otherwise it is 0 [35,36]. By comparing the traditional
Markov chain matrix with the spatial Markov chain matrix, we can examine the effects of
the surrounding area on the probability of a certain spatial unit’s class transition. If class
transition is not influenced by neighbor background, all elements in two matrices would
be equal.

4. Results
4.1. Club Convergence of Green Development in the Yangtze River Basin

The above evaluation system was applied to measure the green development compre-
hensive level of 126 spatial units in YREB from 2008 to 2017. The natural breaks method
was implemented for the classification of the full sample data. The green development level
of the spatial units in YREB are divided into four classes: very low (VL), low (L), high (H),
and very high (VH). In order to study the change of green development level of the YREB
during the ten years, the traditional Markov transition probability matrix was applied for
the entire study period (Table 2).

There is a convergence in the urban green development comprehensive level during
the study period, and the VH club indicates a more significant convergence. As shown in
Table 2, the diagonal elements are relatively greater than the remaining elements, with the
highest reaching 0.939 and the lowest 0.708. It means that the urban green development of
cities is influenced by their original state deeply. Among them, the cities in the VH club
have stronger stability than other classes.
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Table 2. Traditional Markov transfer probability matrix for the green development comprehensive
level in YREB, 2008–2017.

t/t + 1 VL L H VH

VL 0.708 0.288 0.003 0.000
L 0.077 0.725 0.184 0.013
H 0.000 0.063 0.778 0.158

VH 0.000 0.006 0.056 0.939

Meanwhile, cities in other clubs have the tendency to move upward. It means that
lower clubs are gradually shifting to higher clubs, and the green development in the
Yangtze River Basin hasn’t polarized. Furtherly, exploring the results by Gaussian Kernel
Density Estimation in the analysis of sample data for four years: 2008, 2011, 2014 and 2017
(Figure 3) [37]. The result shows that the urban green development level of YREB presents
a distribution pattern of one main peak and one sub peak. During the evolution process,
two peaks were moving to the right, from steep “double peak” to gentle “single peak”,
representing the lower clubs have “catch up effect” for higher clubs.

Figure 3. Estimated nuclear density for the level of urban green development in YREB (2008, 2011,
2014, 2017).

From a regional view, the spatial distribution of VH club tends to clump together
in the lower reaches and sporadically distribute in the upper and middle reaches. The
imbalanced distribution is strengthened gradually and performance in the quantity and
density of eastern is more than western in the mass (Figure 4). Meanwhile, the number
of cities in H club increases strikingly in the middle reaches, which is closely related to
the implementation of pollution reduction measures and the improvement of ecological
restoration technologies in this area. In addition, the cities in L club are mostly located
in the upper reaches, where is a low-lying area the rich natural resources have not been
transformed into economic benefits.

4.2. The Influence of Neighbor Background on the Club Convergence

The analysis of spatial autocorrelation suggests that the spatial units in the Yangtze
River Basin are not “isolated islands” in terms of green development. In Figure 5, Moran’s
I Index is positive in different years and passes the Z-value test, indicating that the spatial
agglomeration of urban green development is significant in the whole period. Moran’s I
Index has a fluctuating uprising tendency during the period 2008–2012. It reaches the peak
in 2012 and declines during the period 2012–2017.
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Figure 4. Spatial pattern of the green development in YREB (2008, 2011, 2014, 2017).

Figure 5. Change in Moran’s I Index, Z-value for the green development, 2008–2017.

The analysis of spatial autocorrelation has demonstrated the potential for understand-
ing interactions between spatial units to some extent. However, it cannot explain the spatial
mechanism of the club convergence phenomenon from the perspective of temporal evolu-
tion. Hence, this study discussed whether there is spatial effect of neighbor backgrounds
and the law of function. According to related research [38], the spatial distribution map
showing the green development class transition of the units and their regional background
can confirm whether neighbor backgrounds have spatial effect on cities. Due to the charac-
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teristics derived from spatial autocorrelation analysis, the research can be subdivided into
two time periods of 2008–2012 and 2012–2017.

When a spatial unit and its neighborhood move downward, upward or remains
unchanged, the trend of their transitions is same. If they transfer in the opposite direction
or only one remains stable, the trend is different. As can be seen in Figure 6, the cities had
the same transition trend with their neighborhood accounting for about 69% in 2008–2012,
of which 70 cities and their neighborhood move upward, 19 remained unchanged. This
number in 2012–2017 was relatively less but still more than half, accounting for 59%
(Figure 7). It suggests that the convergence characteristic dominated in both time periods,
and cities were more significantly affected by the neighborhood in 2008–2012.

This convergence characteristic is particularly prominent in the lower reaches. From
2008 to 2012, with the exception of Hangzhou, Jinhua, and Huzhou, which were already
in VH class, other cities and their neighborhood all move upward synchronously in this
area. During 2012 to 2017, these cities and their neighborhood basically remained stable.
The convergence characteristic in the middle reaches is obvious either, with nearly 60% of
cities and their neighborhood all have an upward transition in the period 2008–2012 and
2012–2017 respectively. However, the cities in the upper reaches have a weaker association
with their neighborhood. About 50% cities whose class transition diverged from their
neighborhood, indicating that it is more difficult to give full play to the driving effect of the
surrounding cities. Chongqing, Kunming, GanZi and Liangshan are the most representative
cities, whose individual-level changes basically depends on their own conditions and has a
weaker interaction with their neighborhood.

Figure 6. Distribution of the class changes of spatial units and their neighborhood, 2008–2012.

Overall, the above analysis demonstrates the evolution of the urban green develop-
ment comprehensive level is closely related to the neighborhood, and the transition trend
of the spatial unit tends to be consistent with its neighborhood. This spatial mechanism is
an important reason for the YREB to maintain high spatial agglomeration.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the class changes of spatial units and their neighborhood, 2012–2017.

By confirming the spatial effect, spatial Markov chains approach is introduced to
examine the influence of the neighborhood and the probability of its change to which
convergent groups. The above study shows that the evolution trend of green development
level of the two time periods 2008–2012 and 2012–2018 is different. Therefore, the classic
Markov transition probability matrix and the spatial Markov transition probability matrix
for 2008 to 2012 and 2012 to 2017 are calculated separately with the help of MATLAB
software. By comparing the corresponding elements in the two matrices, the relationship
between the class transition probabilities of the cities and their neighborhood background
can be analyzed. From Tables 3 and 4, it can be seen that the neighborhood spatial units
have the following effects:

(1) Tables 3 and 4’s probability matrices are significantly different, proved that the class
transition of urban green development in YREB has spatial dependence. From 2008
to 2012, the probability of cities in H class to move upward is 0.239 regardless of
geographical spatial pattern. When they are adjacent to cities in VH class, the proba-
bility raises to 0.625, indicating that urban green development is affected by regional
backgrounds.

(2) The class transition probabilities of the cities vary when they are adjacent to different
classes. From 2008 to 2012, the probability of a city in VL class to move upward is 0.270.
It will increase to 0.426 when the city is adjacent to an area in with L class. From 2012
to 2017, when the neighborhood is in VH class, the probability of a city in VH class to
move downward will drop to 0.019 compared with the average of 0.066. Meanwhile, if
this city is adjacent to cities in L class, the probability moving downward increases to
0.242. It indicates that the cities at higher green development level have the radiation
effect on neighborhood, while the cities in lower green development level may have
the inhibition effect.

(3) During different periods, the effect of neighborhood background level in YREB is
different. During 2008–2012, when the surrounding area is in very low (VL) class, the
probability of the spatial unit in low (L) class initially maintaining stability is 0.720.
However, from 2012 to 2017, the probability of maintaining stability is 0.833 in very-
low-level environment, which is significantly higher than that of without considering
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background (0.732). It indicates that the foundation of low-level cities is strengthened,
which makes it less affected by lower-level cities. In addition, the blocking effect
of high-level neighborhood background on very-high-level cities and the pulling
effect of very-high-level neighborhood background on high-level cities are obviously
increased. It shows that the region should pay attention to the inhibitory effect of
lower-level neighborhood environment and reduce its negative spillover effect from
surrounding areas.

Table 3. Traditional Markov transfer probability matrix by stage for YREB.

2008–2012 2012–2017

t/t + 1 n VL L H VH t/t + 1 n VL L H VH

VL 218 0.729 0.27 0 0 VL 77 0.649 0.338 0.013 0
L 162 0.111 0.716 0.172 0 L 213 0.052 0.732 0.193 0.023
H 96 0 0.01 0.75 0.239 H 188 0 0.09 0.793 0.117

VH 28 0 0 0.035 0.964 VH 152 0 0.007 0.059 0.934

Table 4. Spatial Markov transfer probability matrix by stage for YREB.

Spatial
Lag

2008–2012 2012–2017

t/t + 1 n VL L H VH t/t + 1 n VL L H VH

VL

VL 150 0.800 0.200 0.000 0.000 VL 15 0.867 0.133 0.000 0.000
L 50 0.140 0.720 0.140 0.000 L 6 0.000 0.833 0.167 0.000
H 12 0.000 0.000 0.833 0.167 H 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

VH 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 VH 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

L

VL 68 0.574 0.426 0.000 0.000 VL 53 0.660 0.321 0.019 0.000
L 101 0.109 0.733 0.158 0.000 L 145 0.048 0.766 0.172 0.014
H 28 0.000 0.036 0.929 0.035 H 79 0.000 0.114 0.772 0.114

VH 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 VH 14 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

H

VL 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 VL 9 0.222 0.778 0.000 0.000
L 11 0.000 0.545 0.455 0.000 L 62 0.065 0.645 0.242 0.048
H 48 0.000 0.000 0.688 0.312 H 103 0.000 0.078 0.835 0.087

VH 12 0.000 0.000 0.083 0.917 VH 33 0.000 0.030 0.212 0.758

VH

VL 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 VL 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
L 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 L 0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
H 8 0.000 0.000 0.375 0.625 H 6 0.000 0.000 0.333 0.667

VH 13 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 VH 105 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.981

Note: I, II, III, and IV represent low, low, high, and high levels, respectively.

4.3. Forecasting Long-Term Trends of Green Development in the Yangtze River Basin

The class distribution of the green development in the Yangtze River after n years can
be obtained by calculating the n-step probability transition matrix. When n approaches
infinity, the limit distribution of the state can be obtained, and it is possible to predict the
long-term evolution of the urban green development in YREB. In order to find the limiting
distribution of the whole period, the classic Markov transition probability matrix for the
whole study period and the limiting distribution of this matrix are calculated (Table 5).

Table 5. Long-term projections of distribution of green development level of YREB.

VL L H VH

initial state 0.508 0.286 0.182 0.024
limit state 0.025 0.095 0.239 0.641

Compared with the initial state, the number of cities in VL and L classes decreases
significantly and the number of cities in VH and H classes increases correspondingly,
indicating that the urban green development level will be greatly improved in accordance
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with the evolution trend from 2008 to 2017. In terms of the class distribution of limit state,
a large proportion of cities will be in VH class (64%) and a small number of the cities will
be in H class (24%), only a few cities will remain in VL or L class. Therefore, the previous
trend that the level distribution pattern changes from double peaks to a single peak will
intensify in the long-term evolution and the main peak will be likely to appear in the range
of higher-level.

5. Discussion

As mentioned in the literature review, an increasing number of scholars have gradu-
ally been attracted to the study of green development. Currently, the majority of research
focuses on green development from partial dimension rather than comprehensive perspec-
tive [39]. The current research overlooks synergistic development of multiple subsystems
to some extent [40], can hardly find the influence of neighborhood background on green
development. YREB, as a typical region of undergoing rapid urbanization in China, its
identification of green development level will facilitate the sustainable development and
may improve local responses to actual development bottlenecks [41,42]. This study pro-
vides the spatiotemporal analysis of characteristics, regional disparity, and spatial effects
on green development at city level of the YREB.

The results of this study indicated that the improvement of urban green development
level is the consequences of the endogenous growth of urban individuals and the spillover
effect of adjacent areas. Therefore, it is necessary to put forward overall guidelines from
the goal of coordination, proposing strategies from three spatial levels: the whole basin,
three reaches and key cities. At present, many cities in the basin are facing the mismatch
between capacity and coordination level. Therefore, how to promote the synchronous
improvement of capacity level and coordination level and achieve more efficient growth
of green development level is a practical problem that needs urgent attention. Based
on this, in the practice of green development, on the one hand, we should identify the
short board of current development lag based on the existing evaluation results. Even if
urban managers choose to carry out comprehensive regulation and control of resources,
environment, economy and social systems simultaneously [43], they should also focus
on and invest more elements in systems with obvious insufficient development. Under
the condition of limited resources, it can ensure the stable growth of capacity level and
coordination level. On the other hand, we should not ignore the dynamic change of urban
development short board and carry out real-time monitoring, it is necessary to dynamically
evaluate the whole system and constantly adjust the distribution scheme of factors [44,45].

At the aspect of different reaches, the upper reaches of the Yangtze River have been
in the low-lying area of green development for a long time, exposing the problem of
insufficient regional green development capacity and coordination level. In terms of spatial
distribution, Sichuan Province and Yunnan Province tend to form low-value agglomeration,
and there is a weak spatial correlation between cities. The analysis above show that the
key areas of breakthrough lie in the economic system and social system [46], and the key
cities of breakthrough are Zhaotong, Bazhong, Nanchong, Dazhou, Ganzi and Neijiang,
which are at a low level at this stage, as well as Zigong and Ziyang, which are potentially
lagging cities. The middle reaches show lagging characteristics in terms of environmental
system. Yichang, Jingmen, Jingzhou and Xiaogan in the region jointly form a low-value
agglomeration area. Therefore, the primary task of the middle reaches is to solve the
problem of regional environmental pollution, so as to prevent the emergence of the “black
growth” mode of sacrificing the environment for economic development. At the same time,
it is necessary to be extra vigilant against the negative spillover effect in the low value
agglomeration area of the environmental system, so as to avoid the city falling into the
trap of “Matthew effect” [47]. Different from the middle and upper reaches, the lower
reaches continue to maintain the leading position of green development and are high-value
agglomeration areas with both capacity and coordination level. The downstream region is
a river basin economic system and has the characteristics of strong industrial foundation,
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high-end talent gathering and advanced science and technology. Therefore, the region
should give full play to its leading role as an economic green development demonstration
area and take advantage of its existing superiorities to actively promote regional industrial
transformation and upgrading and put forward an economic green development scheme
that can be copied and used for reference for the middle and upper reaches.

The important node city is the key individual under the goal of coordination. Such
cities are basically provincial capitals or municipalities directly under the central govern-
ment, play a leading role in the river basin. However, the research results show that some
key cities have insufficient leadership or significant polarization characteristics. Chongqing,
Nanchang and Hefei are the last three cities in the comprehensive level among the important
node cities. Among them, Nanchang and Hefei do not have advantages at the provincial
level. Therefore, these three important node cities focus on cultivating their own strength in
the near future. While ensuring the city’s own strength, Chengdu should address the short
board of the development of neighboring cities in the near future, focusing on giving play
to the leading role of radiation. Other key cities, including Guiyang, Kunming, Wuhan,
Changsha, Shanghai, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Suzhou, Wuxi and Ningbo, should follow the
individual characteristics of cities, dynamically evaluate and supplement their weaknesses,
and selectively give full play to their advantageous fields to drive neighboring cities.

These findings provide important implications for the dedicated practical action of
the YREB and other similar regions worldwide. The main purposes of this study are:
(1) constructing the green development evaluation index system to measure the ability level
and coordination level at the same time, and closing the gap in neglecting the influence
of external space in the current research.; (2) identifying the spatio-temporal character-
istics of YREB, and exploring the spatial effect of neighborhood background on cities;
(3) providing a new analytical perspective for the formation of regional difference pattern
and put forward different strategies. This paper breaks through the limits in the existing
green development evaluation, and creatively constructs a multi-dimensional evaluation
framework of “capability + coordination + synthesis” around the goal of synchronous
and coordinated development in multiple fields. On the other hand, it makes up for the
limitations of paying attention to provincial level, focusing on cross-sectional data and lack
of spatial analysis in the existing green development research of the YREB, using panel
data to evaluate and analyze the spatio-temporal characteristics of all spatial units, this
more comprehensive and dynamic exploration is conducive to a profound understanding
of the green development characteristics of the YREB.

6. Conclusions

This paper advances the existing green development evaluation framework and then
measures the green development comprehensive level of 126 spatial units in YREB from
2008 to 2017. Further, the paper analyzes the spatial-temporal dynamic pattern of urban
green development comprehensive level in YREB by Markov chain method. The main
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Urban green development comprehensive level in YREB is characterized by con-
vergence, and the convergence phenomenon is more prominent in very-high-level
cities, with low-level cities gradually developing from low to high level. The level
distribution pattern is changing from double peaks to a single peak. In the long run,
the green development of YREB will follow a progressive development model, the
number of cities in VH and H classes will increase significantly, but there still are very
few cities that remain in L and VL classes.

(2) The urban green development level of YREB has shown obvious spatial heterogeneity.
In general, the density of high-value cities is decreasing from east to west. The lower
reaches show high-value agglomeration, the middle reaches are second only to the
lower reaches, and its growth rate is rapid, while the upper reaches show low-level
agglomeration.
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(3) The transition of club convergence is significantly influenced by neighbor background.
When the neighborhood class is higher, it usually has radiation driving effect, and
when the neighborhood class is lower, it is easy to produce inhibition effect, and when
it is one class different from the urban spatial unit, the blocking effect is largest. Com-
paring to other cities, the cities in VH class are less influenced by the neighborhood.
However, in recent years, the negative effect that they are facing from the neighbor-
hood in H class has increased. In addition, the cities in the upper reaches of YREB
has a weaker association with their neighboring cities compared with the middle and
lower reaches, which is an important cause for being a low-lying area continuously.

Overall, the YREB is undergoing a transformation to step into the greener develop-
ment path. However, the problem of unbalanced regional development persists in a long
time, and the cities with low green development level still have great potential to improve
showed by the long-term evolution trend. Urban green development should fully consider
the spatial correlation characteristics within the region, and the positive spillover effects
between adjacent cities should be strengthened and the negative spillover effects should
avoid or alleviate. For instance, a full-cost price system of natural resources should be
established in the resource reallocation to stimulate the city’s consciousness of cost reim-
bursement for excessive consumption of resources. Hence, the resource squeezing effect on
surrounding areas produced by the cities with high resource scarcity can be reduced. In
terms of industrial transfer, the industrial-undertaking cities are supposed to increase the
threshold of environmental regulation to avoid the dispersal of pollution with the industrial
transfer. Inter-city cooperation of industrial parks and enterprise can be strengthened to
give full play to the positive role of leading cities, thereby promoting regional economic
synergistic development. From the perspective of shunting domain segment, great effort
must be made to promote the flow of factors between cities in the upper reaches, especially
in regional economic and social system. Meanwhile, the upper reaches should foster new
areas of growth based on the related planning and upgrade the green development level of
cities in the main development axis so as to promote the growth of neighboring cities.

In this research, to ensure the consistency of time and space dimensions, some indica-
tors are not included in the index system, such as per capita cultivated land area in resource
system, surface water quality compliance ratio in environmental system and so on. The spa-
tial effect different classes of neighborhood background on cities is analyzed, but whether
there are differences in the spatial effect of different regions is still worth further study. This
paper lacks attention to the coupling relationship between urban scale, urban nature and
green development level, such as whether there is an optimal population model under the
restriction of green development. Furthermore, due to the complex interaction relationship
between various elements of the system, a more in-depth and quantitative study on the
interaction mechanism of all elements can be carried out in the follow-up to explore the
specific changes of the whole system under the change of a certain element, which will
help to realize the synchronous improvement of capability level and coordination level
through more accurate element investment.
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Notes
1 All statistical data on the YREB is from the Network of the Development of the Yangtze River Economic Belt (http://cjjjd.ndrc.gov.

cn/, accessed on 1 December 2022), which is built and managed by Office of the Leading Group for Promoting the Development
of the YREB.

2 The main data sources of this study are China Urban Statistical Yearbook, China Urban Construction Statistical Yearbook and
China Regional Economic Statistical Yearbook. The data required for the number of patents applications, forest coverage and
air quality excellence rate are from the statistical bulletin of national economic and social development of cities and prefectures
China’s environmental statistical yearbook and the environmental quality bulletin of each province are obtained. The water
resources data are from the water resources bulletin of each province, and some urban data are supplemented according to the
statistical yearbooks of each city. For the missing data, the mean method and linear interpolation method are adopted according
to the data distribution characteristics.
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